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Abstract: The performance of networks is usually linked to network-related aspects
such as bandwidth and protocols. However, behind every network element there are
users who may organize their relations to others. But which organizational structures
are successful for individuals and groups and how can the data traffic be optimized
for network infrastructure? By means of a network creation game, this paper exam-
ines the results of different network structures and compares individual decisions to
grouping behaviours. The experiments were simulated in the form of a ring network
which enables individual nodes to create long links (direct connections between nodes)
to other nodes based on their account values. For one group within the network, an
extended approach was tested, i.e. there was the option of having the behaviours of de-
centralized”democracy” or centralized-hierarchical”kingdom” organizations? manage
the long links within the group. The results of the simulations for different power law
distributions of messages show that cooperation within the structures, compared to the
individual node, differ in terms of routing steps, account values and the stable man-
agement of long links. We find that the hierarchical approach represents successful
network transactions for different grouping sizes.

1 Introduction

In the face of current research in computer network science focused on game theory

[FKL+06, ADK+04, CP05, DHM+07, AEE+06, FLM+03, ABB10] and the future of net-

work interaction, [Ci10b, Ci10a] the following question arises: How can efficient network

managing be achieved, or, in how far does the behaviour of a single or a cluster of users

with a certain profile react to and influence network traffic? Research with limbic char-

acters applied to minority games forms the starting point for this work [Hä07, Ak10]. In

this paper we present a different approach of analysing the impacts of network routing

within a network. The conducted experiment discussed in this paper can quickly answer

the question of whether an individual or a group strategy - box (de-central or central) is

more successful.

To answer this question, we consider 1) the routing steps within the ring structure, 2)

the management of long links and 3) the account value of the nodes. The set-up of the

simulation can be briefly described as follows:

• within a ring network, we transfer messages with a source and targetnode
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• the ring network will never be changed

• for every transfer of messages, each node earns a certain amount on his account

• with these account values, nodes can create long links (shortcuts) to other nodes,

which, however, creates costs

• each node needs to pay for the maintenance costs to manage the long link

• within the network one group can be defined which could behave decentrally-uniformly

or centrally-hierarchically

• the size of the group can be changed from 5% to 50% of the total number of nodes

• the messages will be distributed according to the power law distribution p(x) =
e−λx − e−λ(x+1) for λ(0, ....0, 3)

Figure 1: Decentral and central long link creation

The simulations were conducted by trainees using the simulations tool P2PNetsim [Co06]

[JW10].

2 Models

2.1 Individual

In Appendix A all symbols and abbreviations used are listed. This section describes the

different models and their behaviours.

The account of the nodes: Every node manages an account enabling it to create and main-

tain long links. By forwarding a message to another node (ring or long link, the node also
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earns a certain amount of money). The actual earning represents the account value for the

next simulation step BN (t) = BN (t− 1) +CSL +CLL. The payment for the accounts is

made by the messages.

Creating long links: Each node can create one long link in every simulation step. First,

it determines to which nodes it can create long links (this decision is based on the budget

and on already created links), then it chooses the node to which it has forwarded the most

messages from this set. In order to o create a long link, the following condition must be

fulfilled : BNi(t) = BNi(t − 1) − d(u, v) , in addition, the node also has to pay mainte-

nance costs for the long link in every simulation step BNi = BNi − CMLL.

Deleting long links: There are two conditions under which a long link can be deleted:

First, if a node has not enough money to pay for its maintenance BN < CMLL and sec-

ond, if a link has not been used for a long time τ ≥ τmax, where the time past since the

last usage is measured. If a node has enough money to maintain only a few of its links

(implying that some links must be destroyed, and some not), the nodes most recently used

are preserved.

2.2 De-central

In the decentral approach, all nodes share the same account, and all the nodes pay their

income into this account. If a long link needs to be created, the money is taken from this

account. The average account balance per node is the balance of this common account

divided by the total number of nodes in the box. All costs and earnings are shared. In

this approach, the box as a whole determines the creation or deletion of long links, i.e. all

nodes in the box decide jointly which long links are the most beneficial ones to create, and

these links are created using money from the shared account. The same principle applies

to the deletion of long links: all nodes jointly decide which links should be deleted. More

than one node from a decentral box can create a long link to a target node, but in each

simulation step only one long link from a box can be created. The decision of which long

link should be created is based on the message transfer probabilities: the one with highest

probability is created.

2.3 Central

In the central approach, there is one main node (the so-called king or central node) which

collects all the money earned by the nodes in the box. In other words, if a node other

than the central node earns money, it pays it into the central node account. This results in

the fact that the account balances of all nodes (except the central node) are always zero

and, consequently, these nodes cannot create any long links, since they cannot access the

central node account. Only the central node itself can use the money to create and maintain

long links.
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2.4 Node Rules

Node earning: Each node earns money every time a message uses its link. If a short link is

used, then the node will get CSL money and its balance will be increased by this amount.

The price for using a long link is CLL, and this amount of money is transferred to the re-

spective node’s account. Regearding nodes in a box, instead of flowing into the individual

nodes accounts, it is transferred to the common account (democracy) or to central account

(kingdom). If a message is transferred within a box, the earned money equals CBL. Ob-

viously, for messages sent from a box to the outside, the earning is the same as described

for the individual node. For both models the account values will be updated as described

BN (t) = BN (t− 1) + CSL + CLL + CBL.

Nodes costs: Nodes have to pay for each created long link once they create it ad well as

for their maintenance in every simulation step. The costs of creating a link are equal

to the distance between the nodes, and the balance account of a node is reduced by:

BN (t) = BN (t − 1) − d(u, v). The maintenance costs equal CMLL, thus the balance is

reduced by this amount in every simulation step: BN (t) = BN (t− 1)− CMLL.

2.5 Messages

Message distributions: Senders and receivers are subject to an exponential distribution.

The first set of probabilities is calculated according to the formula p(x) = e−λx−e−λ(x+1)

(where lambda is the slope coefficient and x is the number of a node), then it is normalized

(so that the sum of all probabilities is equal to one), and randomly distributed to the nodes.

For lambda being equal to 0 the distribution is uniform.

Creating messages: Each node can create a new message targeted to any other node. In one

simulation step it can create NM new messages at maximum. The probability for node i to

create a new message is equal to pMi. The receiver of the message is chosen according to

the probability distribution of those nodes being a target node pMi. Both probabilities can

be set individually for every node, thus any kind of message distribution can be achieved.

Message costs: A message needs to pay each node for using its link. For using a short link,

it has to pay CSL units, for using a long link it has to pay CLL. However, if a message

travels within a box, it will have to pay CBL for any transition within the node (indepen-

dently of the path length). The money a message pays is deducted from its account. Each

message has an initial account balance equal to BMinit. The message costs are calculated

by BM (t) = BM (t− 1)− CSL − CMLL − CBL.

Message routing: The basic message routing in a ring is described by a source i to a

destination j getting the minimum d = min(d1, d2) from d1 = ni − njmodN and

d2 = nj − nimodN . It is important to mention nodes only act locally and do not have

any information about long links. The long link will only be used if a long link is on the

route of the ring route calculations, otherwise it will not be used. However, this rule is

only valid for individuals. Groups are aware of the fact that long links exist and use them

to calculate the minimum path to the destination.
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3 Simulation and Results

Simulations were performed for a number of cases (a total of 252) with different parameter

settings. The parameters were as follows:

1. ring size: N = 1000 nodes

2. total number of messages: 50000

3. messages sent in one simulation step: 100

4. long links deleted after not having been used: 100 steps

5. boxes size: 0; 50; 100; 150; 200; 250; 300; 350; 400; 450; 500 nodes

6. boxes type: central / decentral

7. λ coefficient for probability distributions: 0.0; 0.005; 0.01; 0.02; 0.05; 0.075; 0.1;

0.125; 0.15; 0.2; 0.25; 0.3

As mentioned before, the results will be discussed with regard to the measurements of

routing steps, long links management and account values.

Calculation rules for nodes: Each node performs the following computations in every

simulation step:

deleting long links which are not used (τ ≥ τmax)

paying for long link maintenance (if impossible, deleting some of the long links)

creating new long links (if possible)

forwarding / receiving messages

updating statistics

Routing steps: The results of the simulations indicate a clear impact of λ on the routing

steps. Depending on the distribution, they also show an advantage of group behaviour

compared to individual behaviour. A high λ states that single nodes receive a lot of traffic,

which converts a single node to central behaviour of one node.

Long link management: The results of the analysis of long links differ from the analysis

of the routing steps. The following figure shows the created and deleted long link and the

relative view of the surviving long link to the newly created one.

As with the routing steps, the impact of lambda is significant both for the creation and the

deletion of long links. However, the diagrams also reveal that while the central approach

indicates stability in the management of long links, the decentral approach shows a de-

crease in the number of surviving long links. The increase in long links for small group

sizes also illustrate that these groups behave like individuals.

Account values: The achievement of account values represents the summary of the differ-
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Figure 2: Routing step by lambda and box size for individual, decentral and central approaches

ent approaches compared with regard to the different distributions. As discussed before,

lambda and the box size influence the outcome of each strategy. The next figures represent

the average final account regarding lambda (the average box size) and the box size (the

average lambdas). The long link maintenance discussion has already revealed a uniform

impact of the distribution on the number of creations and deletions of long links by in-

dividual nodes, which can be explained by the fact that there are no earnings for small

lambdas. With higher lambdas, the behaviour of the individual nodes moves towards a

single, centralized approach which increases the account values. The box size presents

a different result. The central approach indicates successful modelling, which decreases

with the box size regarding the individual behaviour. It is interesting that the decentral

approach is extremely sensitive to the setting of lambda and the box size of the groups.

The abbreviations in the figures are I: individual, D: decentral, K: central, C: creation, D:

deletion, %-percentage.

4 Conclusion

This paper has introduced a network creation game model to compare individual and

grouping (decentral and central) behaviours. Technical and economical aspects have been

discussed and analysed. The analysis aimed at finding out which strategy is more suc-

cessful in terms of routing, long link maintenance efforts and account values. The results

of this simulation can be applied to network structure developments with economical de-

mands and indicate that the cooperation management of networks reflects a successful
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Figure 3: Created and deleted long links

strategy for the network, revealing a decrease with growing box sizes. Another interesting

outcome is that the decentral approach has proven to be worse than the central approach,

which seems plausible due to the fact that a higher number of long links is managed com-

pared to the central approach. Consequently, in the central approach all nodes benefit more

than in the decentral approach. With an increasing lambda, these results may slowly shift

towards an individual behaviour. The success of a network is strongly related to the dis-

tribution of the message and the box size of the groups. These frame conditions need to

be analysed in order to optimise e.g. routing aspects. Fault risk, reliability and security

aspects, however, were not taken into consideration by this analysis.

5 Future Work

Further fields of research might include 1) the analysis of multiple groups with differ-

ent sizes and strategies within a network and their relation to each other; 2) giving nodes

the ability to be part of two boxes; 3) introducing the limbic characters into the nodes

and analyse their behaviour in different groups with different lead characters and distribu-

tions; 4) changing the values for different costs including dynamic (i.e.supply and demand)

changes; 5) sending messages in bursts. This leads to a new perspective of analysing net-

work structure in order to develop it under economical and game theoretical aspects.
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Figure 4: Percentage of surviving long links

Figure 5: Account value by lambda

Figure 6: Account value by box size
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7 Appendix A

In order to make it consistent and easier to look up, the table below summarizes all symbols

and abbreviations used in this paper and also offers brief descriptions.

Symbol Description

N number of nodes on a ring (from 10 to 100,000)

d(u, v) distance between nodes u and v (calculated on a basic ring)

CSL cost of using a short link (equal to 1)

CLL cost of using a long link (equal to d(u,v))

CBL cost of travelling within a box (equal to 1)

CRLL creation cost of a long link (equal to d(u,v))

CMLL maintenance cost of a long link (equal to 1)

BNi account balance of node i

BD account balance of de-central box (shared account)

BK account balance of the central node (in kingdom)

BM account balance of message

BMini initial account balance of a message dmax(usource, vdestination)
τ time for which a long link was not used (continuously)

τmax maximum time, for which a long link not used before it is deleted links

NM maximal number of messages that a node can create in one simulation

step

pMi probability of creating a new message by node i (0 < pMi ≤ 1)

pTi probability of a node being a target node 1 =
∑N

i=1 pTi

Table 1: Table of Variables
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